Saving our precious resource
“Necessity is the Mother of Invention”...
Our world is changing. Weather patterns are becoming
unpredictable due to global warming. It is becoming
more obvious that our rainfall can no longer be relied
upon and clean drinking water is far too precious to be
needlessly squandered.
Ecoskim was invented, developed and produced in
South East Queensland in direct response to prolonged
water shortages experienced due to drought. This simple
idea has evolved into a convenient and sustainable
solution to a problem that the standard skimmer has
not addressed for decades.
Average rainfall statistics show in large areas of Australia,
pools fitted with an Ecoskim should not need to be topped
up with town water at all!
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The average calculated water savings in Brisbane
and Sydney were 26,750 litres per pool, per year in
2009, with no other water saving devices fitted.*
*Data from Bureau of Meteorology
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The Ecoskim advantage
Saves water making it an
environmentally friendly pool solution
Can be used simultaneously with
pool floor suction cleaning devices
Operates for much longer periods of
time without requiring attention giving you
greater flexibility when on holidays or busy
Currently the Ecoskim trial
pool has not had the need for town
water top-ups since mid 2007

How it works
Ecoskim is produced in Australia,
by Australians, for Australian conditions.
The Ecoskim device is made from the highest quality
UV stable engineering plastics and will provide years
of trouble free service and savings for pool owners.

Easy self-installation
Ecoskim is a user friendly product and simple to install.
Ecoskim comes complete with step-by-step, easy to
understand instructions and diagrams.

Proudly Australian owned and manufactured
Easy self-installation - attaches to
most existing skimmer boxes to enhance
operation and reduce maintenance
Its streamlined and visually appealing
design allows it to fit snugly under
your pool’s coping with minimal
intrusion into the swimming area

Since installing the Ecoskim, our pool has never
looked better. We have eliminated the need
to top up with town water so maintenance is
easy. What a great product!
~ Sandra, Brisbane

Ecoskim is connected via a flexible hose directly into the
bottom of the existing skimmer box. It has a floating,
self-adjusting mouth which will continue to operate
down to 350mm below the coping. This allows much
longer periods between top-ups. To date, Ecoskim has
provided up to 4½ years without the need for town
water top-up.
As the water is drawn into the device the floating mouth
removes only the very surface of the water which
provides a dramatically improved skimming action.
This action removes surface debris far more quickly than
a standard skimmer.

